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**INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND**

Land use and land cover change (LULCC) have implications for climate change, biodiversity loss, soil degradation, watershed hydrology, and human welfare (Lambin et al., 2001; Geist and Lambin, 2002). Such landscape-scale changes, of which tropical deforestation may be the most well-known current example, are the aggregate results of numerous small-scale or parcel-based land use decisions made by individual agents who are influenced by locally variable environmental, socioeconomic, and institutional factors, and who may respond differently under similar conditions (Overmars and
Verburg, 2006; Rindfuss et al., 2004; Geist and Lambin, 2002). Therefore the coupling of remote sensing data on LULCC through time and within landscapes with micro or parcel-level information about relevant local conditions has been particularly useful for identifying the drivers of LULCC as well as institutional mechanisms that might be used to control it (Keys and Chowdhury, 2006; Munroe, Southworth and Tucker, 2004; Verburg, Schot, Dijst and Veldkamp, 2004).

This study takes this dual approach of analyzing landscape and local level data, to assess the causes and extent of deforestation (tree cover loss) in two Mexican coffee agroforests, as well as the likely environmental and welfare effects of economic incentives designed to reduce tree cover loss. Deforestation is a significant issue in Mexico. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) recently ranked Mexico’s deforestation fourth worst in the world (FAO, 2006). The problem is particularly acute in the state of Veracruz which has lost over 75% of its forest canopy (SEMARNAT, 2005). This canopy loss has come not only from primary and secondary forest cover, but also from economically productive agroforests. Agroforests are used (often by relatively poor communities) across Mexico to produce coffee, cacao, allspice, and other commodities that benefit from the preservation of tree cover for shade. Agroforests also provide other environmental services in the form of biodiversity preservation, soil and water conservation, and carbon sequestration to a much greater extent than monocrop and pasture systems (Blackman, Albers, Ávalos-Sartorio and Murphy, 2008; Gordon, Manson, Sundberg and Cruz-Angón, 2007; Somarriba et al., 2004; Pearce and Mourato, 2004). When intact, agroforestry systems can provide forest-like benefits; therefore the loss of such systems produces deforestation-like damages.

Historically, coffee in Mexico has been produced largely from shade-canopy agroforestry systems, and has provided a significant source of income to small-holder farmers (Blackman, Albers, Ávalos-Sartorio and Murphy, 2008; Vázquez García, 2001). Despite the recent emergence of countries like Brazil and Vietnam, Mexico remains the ninth largest coffee producer in the world with 3.64% of total world production and 1.91% of total exports (ICO, 2010). Veracruz is the second largest coffee producing state
in Mexico (Gordon, Manson, Sundberg and Cruz-Angón, 2007). However, economic conditions for small-scale shade coffee growers throughout Mexico have worsened substantially since 1989, after the collapse of international agreements that tended to prop-up the coffee price and the elimination of the Instituto Mexicano del Café (INMECAFE) that subsidized production, processing, and commercialization (Romero Leon, Houston and Epperson, 2006; Vázquez García, 2001). Since then, coffee production in Mexico has declined and many coffee agroforests have been abandoned or converted to other uses (Romero Leon, Houston and Epperson, 2006; Vázquez García, 2001).

Because higher elevations are better suited for producing high-quality coffee that can be sold at premium prices, abandonment and conversion of coffee agroforests—and the associated economic and environmental problems—have been more common at elevations below 600 meters (Romero Leon, Houston and Epperson, 2006). The sharp reduction in already low rural incomes and the threat to long-term sustainability of these lowland agroforest ecosystems have provided convincing motivation for government intervention. A current noteworthy example is the Diversificación Productiva de Cafetales de Baja Altitud (DIPROCAFE) project, an agricultural diversification project authorized by the State of Veracruz and coordinated by the University of Veracruz with support from the International Coffee Organization and the United Nations Common Fund for Commodities. DIPROCAFE is working with 1 500 small-holders in the municipalities of Atzalan and Zozocolco de Hidalgo to diversify their production efforts within coffee agroforests and achieve a more stable source of income through environmentally sustainable farming. Although Atzalan and Zozocolco are ecologically, environmentally and geographically similar, they exhibit notable socioeconomic differences. The population of Atzalan is relatively more educated and better connected to a variety of commodity markets, while that of Zozocolco is poorer, more indigenous, and isolated. Therefore the effects of market conditions—particularly commodity price fluctuations—on these populations are potentially very different.
In this article we present the results of a comparative study of land use dynamics over the past three decades in these two municipalities, estimate econometric models of land use, and simulate the effects of commodity price support policies in both locations. We find that shade coffee growers in Atzalan exhibit a relatively high elasticity of substitution between agricultural outputs: in response to low coffee prices, they have predominantly cleared their agroforestry parcels for production of tree crops (citrus and bananas), and have experienced a gradual and significant loss of tree cover. On the contrary, we find that the shade coffee growers in Zozocolco exhibit a relatively low elasticity of substitution between agricultural outputs: except for a very recent increase in the conversion of coffee agroforests to pasture, agroforests were mostly either augmented with allspice trees or abandoned rather than cleared. The local population also chose to rely more heavily on subsistence farming presumably until the coffee price rebounds. This means that the causal link between low coffee prices and canopy loss has been relatively weak in Zozocolco, and that efforts such as DIPROCAFE may produce benefits in terms of higher incomes but not in terms of foregone deforestation. Our policy simulations show that price supports would have noticeably larger effects on canopy preservation and on modeled welfare in Atzalan, even though the population of Zozocolco is more marginalized. We discuss qualitative implications of these results, particularly with regard to the social efficiency and equity of programs such as DIPROCAFE.

**Study areas: Zozocolco de Hidalgo and Atzalan**

Figure 1 shows the location of our comparative study areas. Zozocolco de Hidalgo and Atzalan diverge in terms of cultural and socioeconomic characteristics but they share very similar agro-ecological conditions. Both municipalities have very hilly topography and have a warm and sub-humid climate. Precipitation falls mostly between the months of June and September, while a marked dry season may last up to 6 months, usually between October and March (García, 1988). Soils are for the most part lithosols or luvisols which are poorly developed soils of low to moderate fertility containing
substantial gravel and rocks characteristic of the hilly terrain in the region. Nevertheless, agriculture and cattle production are prominent in the landscape of both study areas. Tree cover in these municipalities is mostly in the form of secondary forests and agroforests, with very little natural and conserved forest remaining.

**Figure 1**
*Location of study areas*
Zozocolco de Hidalgo is located in the North of Veracruz in the Totonaca region. According to the 2000 census, all of its communities are rural, and 83% of its population was considered indigenous (INEGI, 2001). The municipality covers around 7000 ha and its elevation ranges from 100 to 700 meters above sea level (del Amo et al., 2008). The landscape of the municipality is characterized as a mosaic of natural forests, secondary forests, shade-grown coffee agroforests, pasture and agriculture. It has been molded for centuries by anthropogenic activities such as cultivation of maize, agroforestry practices for coffee, allspice and vanilla production, and pasture establishment for cattle rearing (del Amo et al., 2008). Natural vegetation in the region consists of medium to low tropical evergreen forests (del Angel-Pérez and Mendoza, 2004). However, very little conserved natural forest remains in the municipality located in few fragments on steep slopes, river banks and hill tops.

Zozocolco’s economy is small and highly dependent on agricultural production. The annual value of crop production is around $980 000 (SAGARPA, 2006). After the coffee price crisis, allspice cultivation (interspersed with shade coffee) became the main income source in the area. Allspice represents on average 74% of Zozocolco’s crop production value. The second most valuable crop is corn (including husks which are used for cooking tamales) which contributes 11%. Coffee only generates 10%, followed by Vanilla with 4%. Cattle production contributes an additional $594 000 to agricultural output for a total of $1.57 million. In 2000, 73% of the labor force worked in the agricultural sector and 48% did not receive wages largely due to subsistence farming (INEGI, 2001). Per capita income was $1 879 and 82% of the population received less than $2.80 per day. The infant mortality rate was 46.6 and the illiteracy rate was 30.6%. According to Consejo Nacional de Población (CONAPO, 2006), in 2005 Zozocolco had a marginalization index\(^1\) of 1.05 making it an area with a high degree of

\(^1\) The marginalization index incorporates data about education, housing, and income to characterize overall socioeconomic conditions. This index ranges from –2.00 to 3.23 throughout Mexico, with lower values corresponding to a better welfare status (CONAPO, 2006).
marginalization (4th highest out of 212 municipalities at the state level, and 78th out of 2,441 at the national level). Migration from Zozocolco historically has been primarily to major Mexican cities and money transfers back to Zozocolco have not been significant (Moctezuma Pérez, 2008).

Atzalan, located in the central area of Veracruz, is five times larger than Zozocolco. Elevations range from 100 to 2,040 meters above sea level, providing diverse microclimates and agro-ecological conditions that allow cultivation of a variety of different crops. Consequently, for this study, we only consider the lowland portion of the municipality below 700 m which has a surface area of around 25,500 ha. This allows for a more equivalent agro-ecological comparison with Zozocolco. The forested landscape of lowland Atzalan is also highly fragmented with large areas in perennial crops such as citrus and banana as well as pasture areas. As in Zozocolco, tree cover is also mostly represented by agroforests and secondary forests with very little conserved natural vegetation left.

Atzalan’s crop production is more than ten times as valuable as Zozocolco’s at $17.9 million (SAGARPA, 2006). Citrus production (lemon, orange, tangerine and grapefruit) accounts for 68% of the value. Banana cultivation has become an important income source in the area contributing 12% of the production value. Corn represents 9% and coffee production only 5%. Eighty-nine percent of the value is generated by crops that do not require tree canopy. Cattle production –also occurring on cleared land– contributes an additional $2 million to total agricultural Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for the municipality (SAGARPA, 2006). In 2000, 82% of the labor force worked in agriculture and 32% did not receive wages, again largely due to subsistence farming (INEGI, 2001). At this time the annual per capita income was $2,422 (29% higher than in Zozocolco) and only 1% of the population was considered indigenous. The infant mortality rate was 35.4 and the illiteracy rate was 24.5%. With a marginalization index of 0.19, Atzalan is the 42nd most marginalized municipality in Veracruz and the 412th in Mexico (CONAPO, 2006). Since 1990 there has been a substantial amount of migration from Atzalan to the United States (Mestries Benquet, 2003) resulting in significant levels of remittances.
LAND use/LAND cover change analysis

LULCC dynamics are assessed for Zozocolco and Atzalan based on remote sensing and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) analyses. Land use and land cover data for both municipalities were obtained for years 1973, 1984, 1989, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2003, and 2006 using LANDSAT and SPOT imagery. All images were pre-processed and underwent orthorectification and radiometric calibration using ERDAS Imagine 8.3.1. Image subsets were created for the municipality of Zozocolco and the lowland area of the municipality of Atzalan.

Land use and land cover data is derived for each image subset by applying a supervised classification method using training samples to produce spectral signatures for each land use/land cover class to guide the classification. Training samples developed for the more recent 2003 and 2006 image classifications were obtained from a set of ground truthing points collected in the field during 2007. The older LANDSAT images were classified by evaluating and comparing mean spectral signature plots for the land use/land cover classes relative to the LANDSAT 2003 image and using training samples with matching signature plots and located in points visually similar and unchanged relative to the 2003 image. The maximum likelihood algorithm in ERDAS Imagine 8.3.1 was used for the supervised classifications in order to generate three main land use/land cover classes for all images: 1) forest/agroforest tree cover, 2) pasture and 3) agriculture. Water, urban areas, and clouds were excluded and masked out equally in all classified images.

The dynamics of LULCC in each study area were determined and compared by evaluating rates of change in land use and land cover during four periods: 1) 1973 to 1989, 2) 1989 to 1996, 3) 1996 to 2003 and 4) 2003 to 2006.

---

2 The agriculture category for Zozocolco includes only corn. For Atzalan, it includes corn, citrus, and banana. A somewhat different classification is used for the econometric model presented in section five.

3 Some image years (1984, 1993, and 2000) were dropped in order to focus on longer-scale trends in this section; the econometric model makes use of all image years except 1973 which predates available price data.
Rates of change for each land use/land cover class transition are calculated by applying the formula $dn = \left[ \frac{S_2}{S_1} \right]^{1/n} - 1$, a standardized indicator for environmental monitoring in Mexico, where $dn$: rate of change, $S_2$: land cover in time period two, $S_1$: land cover class in time period one and $n$: number of years between time periods (Palacio-Prieto et al., 2004). If there is a loss of forest cover, for example, a negative rate is obtained, while an increase in forest cover results in positive rate of change.

Due to the difficulty and degree of accuracy involved in successfully separating agroforest from forest using remote sensing techniques, we determine agroforest regions based on field mapping and GIS techniques. A dataset containing 393 georeferenced parcels of coffee farmers in Zozocolco and Atzalan was obtained from the DIPROCAFE project. Using GIS techniques, each parcel polygon was converted to a point feature and point density analysis was applied to calculate the magnitude per unit area of coffee parcels (point features) that fall within the surface of the municipality. With the resulting surface layer indicating point density of coffee parcels, coffee agroforest regions in the municipality were then zoned and mapped based on those areas with the highest density values and occurrence of coffee parcels. ESRI ArcGIS 9.3 and Spatial Analyst were used for GIS procedures described above. This classification allows us to compare loss of tree cover inside and outside of these regions.

**Landscape trends**

Remote sensing GIS analyses demonstrate very different LULCC dynamics occurring in Zozocolco and lowland Atzalan. Figure 2 shows the current (2006) landscapes in both study areas which are represented by heavily reduced and fragmented forest and agroforest tree cover and large areas under agriculture and pasture. Tree cover, represented by forests (natural and fallow) and agroforest, predominantly for coffee, is more prominent and less fragmented in Zozocolco compared to Atzalan. Land use for pasture is more prominent in Zozocolco, while in Atzalan, land use for agriculture predominates.
FIGURE 2

Land use/land cover in Zozocolco and lowland Atzalan in 2006

Note: maps are available in color. Please email: <eellis@uv.mx>.
Trends in surface areas and percentages for the three land use/land cover classes are indicated in figure 3. In Zozocolco, forest and agroforest tree cover declines only slightly from 1973 to 1989, increases sharply from 1989 to 1996, and is followed by sharp decrease in tree cover from 1996 to 2003 which continues to decrease in the most recent period of 2003 to 2006. In 2006, tree cover amounted to 43% of the municipality. Lowland Atzalan shows a more consistent and slightly more severe reduction in forest/agroforest tree cover which in 2006 amounted to 38% of the study area.
Pasture in Zozocolco shows a sharp decrease from 1973 to 1996 followed by a sharp increase from 1996 to 2006, occupying almost 40% of the municipality in 2006 (figure 3). Agriculture, predominantly for maize, tends to be increasing, although it remains proportionally low in the landscape (18% in 2006). Conversely, pasture in lowland Atzalan shows a decreasing trend and accounts for around 20% of the total area in 2006, while agriculture, predominantly citrus and banana production, sharply increases, amounting to almost 40% of the study area.

Table 1 and figure 4 show the annual rates of change in land use/land cover for each period of analysis and in each study area. In Zozocolco, annual rates of change in tree cover show relative stability (–0.26) between 1973 and 1986, and a drastic regeneration of tree cover (2.12) between 1989 and 1996, mostly resulting from abandoned and regenerated pasture areas. Recent losses in tree cover are significantly high with annual rates of –3.89 and –2.07 from 1996 to 2003 and from 2003 to 2006 respectively. Agriculture and pasture increase very sharply between 1996 and 2003, while only pasture increases at a high rate between 2003 and 2006.

In lowland Atzalan, significantly high rates of tree cover loss are reported in all periods except between 1996 and 2003 where changes in tree cover are null (table 1 and figure 4). The highest deforestation rate (–2.57) is evident in lowland Atzalan in the most current period from 2003 to 2006. High rates of expanding areas in agriculture (citrus and bananas) are also apparent, particularly from 1989 to 1996 (6.67). On the other hand, high rates of decreasing pasture areas are demonstrated from 1989 to 2003 while recently pasture has been increasing.

We also evaluate changes in tree cover within and outside of our mapped coffee agroforest regions (table 1 and figure 4). This assessment provides a means to differentiate between tree cover loss that is predominantly associated with the conversion of coffee agroforests from tree cover losses predominantly associated with natural, secondary or fallow forests outside mapped coffee agroforest regions. Results for Zozocolco show consistently low rates of tree cover loss within coffee agroforest regions from 1973 to 2003, ranging from –0.32 to –0.47. However, the rate of tree cover loss increases substantially to –1.78 from 2003 to 2006. Conversely, loss of tree
cover in coffee agroforest regions of lowland Atzalan between 1973 and 2003 has been much greater than in Zozocolco with annual rates ranging from –0.96 and –1.03. Nevertheless, loss of tree cover is much lower in agroforest regions of lowland Atzalan (–0.57) compared to Zozocolco during the latest period of 2003 to 2006.

Trends in tree cover outside of coffee agroforest regions in Zozocolco reflect the overall trends in the municipality. For example, the sharp increase in tree cover regeneration observed throughout the municipality from 1989 to 1996 is reflected in the high rate of regeneration outside agroforest regions (table 1 and figure 4). This regenerated tree cover consists of young fallow or secondary forests resulting from unutilized or abandoned pasture.

### Table 1

**Annual rates of change for land use/land cover categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study area/LULCC</th>
<th>Analysis period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zozocolco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest/Agroforest (Tree cover)</td>
<td>–0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture</td>
<td>–1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>6.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree cover loss</td>
<td>–0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coffee region)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree cover loss</td>
<td>–0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Non coffee region)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atzalan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest/Agroforest (Tree cover)</td>
<td>–0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree cover</td>
<td>–1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coffee region)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree cover</td>
<td>–0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Non coffee region)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moreover, the drastic loss of tree cover in Zozocolco experienced between 1996 and 2003 is also a result of high rates of tree cover converted to agriculture and pasture largely outside coffee agroforest regions. Between 2003 and 2006, however, tree cover loss has been much lower and even minimal outside agroforest regions compared to within, raising concerns about the current trend of agroforest tree cover loss in the municipality.
In lowland Atzalan, tree cover loss outside of coffee agroforest regions has been consistently high with rates ranging from –0.82 to –1.45, again with the exception of the 1996 to 2003 period where tree cover gain (0.74) is observed. However, recent trends indicate high rates of tree cover loss (–1.45) from 2003 to 2006.

LULCC dynamics for each analysis period in Zozocolco and lowland Atzalan are spatially represented in figures 5 and 6 respectively. These maps show the general trends and patterns in LULCC and tree cover observed in both study areas and described above. Spatially explicit deforested, regenerated, forested and cleared areas can be assessed for each study period in both study areas as well as inside and outside of coffee agroforest regions. Because we are primarily interested in the effect of commodity price fluctuations on shade coffee growers, the following sections develop and estimate parcel-level econometric models to explain the observed trends in the coffee region of each municipality.

**Econometric modeling framework**

The economic literature on LULCC has shown that economic conditions can play an important role in determining changes in land use and land cover (Geist and Lambin, 2002; Lambin et al., 2001). Much of this literature uses discrete choice models to evaluate the statistical and economic significance of drivers of LULCC (e.g., Munroe, Southworth and Tucker, 2004; Chomitz and Thomas, 2003; Deininger and Minten, 2002; Nelson, Harris and Stone, 2001; Cropper, Puri and Griffiths, 2001; Lambin et al., 2001; Nelson and Hellerstein, 1997; Chomitz and Gray, 1996). These models typically assume that landowners are economically rational and tend to put their land to its most profitable use at any point in time. Although this might not always be the case—landowners may choose less profitable uses when the information available to them is imperfect or if they value non-market aspects of land use such as cultural traditions or environmental sustainability—there is nonetheless a strong incentive for landowners to use their land profitably in order to raise their standards of living, and this motivates the use of
**Figure 5**
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this modeling framework. Furthermore, and importantly for this analysis, these models are flexible enough to allow varying degrees of sensitivity to profitability, which is useful for determining the importance of profitability as a driver of LULCC.

A discrete choice model of LULCC assumes that a landowner selects one of J discrete uses for parcel i during year t, and that each use produces a payoff $\tilde{v}_{ijt}$. The landowner is assumed to know these payoffs and to select the land use with the highest payoff for each parcel at each point in time. The analyst cannot observe the payoffs exactly, but can observe certain state variables $x_{ijt}$ that affect the payoffs; therefore each $\tilde{v}_{ijt}$ is modeled as a random variable with expectation $v(x_{ijt}, \beta_j)$, where $\beta_j$ is a parameter vector describing the impact of each variable on the expected payoff for land use $j$. It follows that $\tilde{v}_{ijt} \equiv v(x_{ijt}, \beta_j) + \varepsilon_{ijt}$, where $\varepsilon_{ijt}$ is a random variable with expectation equal to zero. If the $\varepsilon_{ijt}$ are independent and identically distributed Gumbel random variables, then the choice model is a multinomial logit (MNL) with the probability of observing land use $j$ at parcel $i$ in year $t$ given by:

$$\pi_{ijt} \equiv \frac{e^{v(x_{ijt}, \beta_j)}}{\sum_k e^{v(x_{ikt}, \beta_k)}},$$

For a sample of land use observations, the log-likelihood function is given by:

$$L = \sum_i \sum_j \sum_t y_{ijt} \log (\pi_{ijt}),$$

with $y_{ijt} = 1$ if parcel $i$ is observed in land use $j$ during year $t$. The analyst’s goal is to find the most accurate description of LULCC by estimating the vectors $\beta_j$ that maximize $L$ given the sample of observations on land uses $y$ and state variables $x$.

For the case of landowners who presumably care about profitability, the natural specification for $v(x_{ijt}, \beta_j)$ is an approximation of the profit function. A simple profit function takes the form: $v_{jt} = p_{jt} y_{jt} - c_{jt}$, where $p_{jt}$ is the price per unit of product $j$ during year $t$; $y_{jt}$ is the yield per hectare of product $j$; $c_{jt}$ is a vector of per-unit input costs; and $x_{jt}$ is a vector of inputs per hectare. For this study, both Atzalan and Zozocolco are characterized by relatively high variability in output prices and yields through time, but relatively steady production practices and thus input costs (Raymundo Marcos-Martinez, personal communication, June 2008). Therefore we use the following specification: $v_{jt} \equiv p_{jt} y_{jt} - c_j$, where $c_j$ is the (constant) per-hectare
cost of producing product \( j \). To allow profit to vary across parcels based on observed characteristics, we define: 
\[ \nu_{ijt} \equiv \nu_{jt} + x_{ijt} \beta_j - c_j, \] 
or: 
\[ \nu(x_{ijt}, \beta_j) \equiv x_{ijt} \beta_j, \]
where \( x \) has been expanded to include \( \nu_{jt} \) and a constant term to account for production costs.\(^4\)

As described in the preceding sections, during our study window the important agricultural products in Atzalan were shade grown coffee, cattle, corn for grain, orange, lemon, and banana. In Zozocolco, they were shade grown coffee, allspice, cattle, and corn for grain and husks. For each of these products, we obtain historical state-level price and yield data from the Sistema de Información Agropecuaria de Consulta (SIACON, 2007), and normalize prices to year 2000 pesos using the Índice Nacional de Precios al Consumidor Agropecuarios (Banco de Mexico, 2007).\(^5\) Furthermore, to make the modeling framework empirically tractable and because it is difficult to distinguish between some of these products in our remote sensing data, we construct land use categories that are somewhat different from those used in the preceding sections. For Atzalan we estimate a model with four categories: agroforestry (shade grown coffee), pasture and field crops (cattle and corn for grain), perennial tree crops (orange, lemon, and banana), and fallow. We group pasture and annual crops not only because they both involve complete loss of tree canopy but also because our economic data suggests these uses generate relatively low but steady profit. Likewise we group orange, lemon, and banana not only because each provides some amount of canopy and soil retention benefit, but also because our economic data suggests these uses generate relatively high but variable profit. For Zozocolco, using similar reasoning, we estimate a model with three categories: agroforestry (shade grown coffee and allspice), pasture and field crops (cattle and corn for grain and husks), and fallow.

\(^4\) This constant term also accounts for other product-specific attributes that influence land use decisions.

\(^5\) For price and yield data on corn husks, we rely on data from del Amo et al. (2008) and King (2007).
To construct a price index for each land use category, we do three things. First, when a category includes multiple products, we construct a weighted per-hectare price according to the total area harvested for each product in the category. Second, because only relative payoffs affect choices in a discrete choice framework, we normalize these prices using inflation-adjusted state-level GDP per capita; thus we set $\beta_{\text{fallow}} = 0$ for model identification. And third, because landowners tend to be unresponsive to short-term fluctuations in prices and yields, particularly when switching land uses entails large costs as it does in agriculture, but become more likely to switch if revenues remain low for an extended duration of time (Raymundo Marcos-Martínez, personal communication, June 2008), we average each category-specific per-hectare price over five years (i.e., $p_{jt}y_{jt} = \frac{1}{5} \sum_{t=-4}^{t} p_{jt}y_{jt}$).

To populate the matrix of observed land uses $y$ for each municipality, we randomly select from the remote sensing data within and immediately surrounding the coffee regions 163 parcels for Atzalan and 115 parcels for Zozocolco. We test these samples to ensure no statistically significant spatial autocorrelation. To populate the matrix of state variables $x$, we derive fixed parcel features that might affect LULCC from the remote sensing GIS data: elevation, slope, distance to road, distance to market, and soil texture. Last, we append population data for each municipality to control for its associated land use pressure. With seven observations on each parcel (1984, 1989, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2003, and 2006), we have 1141 observations for Atzalan and 805 observations for Zozocolco. Summary statistics are provided in table 2.

---

6 We interpret this as the “price” for fallow land because it represents the reward from not farming and instead finding employment in the broader economy.

7 The Moran’s I global index for each time period is less than 0.11, providing evidence of insignificant spatial autocorrelation in the data.

8 This panel is substantially longer than those used by LULCC studies cited herein, and thus is well-suited for investigating price effects.
### Table 2
Summary statistics for socioeconomic variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Atzalan Mean$^a$</th>
<th>Zozococo Mean$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agroforestry parcels</td>
<td>Number of agroforestry observations</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture and field crop parcels</td>
<td>Number of pasture and field crop observations</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree crop parcels</td>
<td>Number of tree crop observations</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallowed parcels</td>
<td>Number of fallow observations</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroforestry price</td>
<td>Revenue from agroforestry ($/ha-yr)</td>
<td>12 086</td>
<td>15 565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture and field crop price</td>
<td>Revenue from pasture and field crops ($/ha-yr)</td>
<td>4 366</td>
<td>5 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree crop price</td>
<td>Revenue from tree crops ($/ha-yr)</td>
<td>20 478</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallow price</td>
<td>Alternate wage: Veracruz cvp per capita ($)</td>
<td>31 344</td>
<td>31 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population$^c$</td>
<td>Municipality population</td>
<td>47 937</td>
<td>12 530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>Slope of parcel (%)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>Elevation of parcel (m)</td>
<td>427.6</td>
<td>291.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil texture</td>
<td>Soil texture of parcel (1 = fine, 2 = medium, 3 = coarse)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to road</td>
<td>Distance from parcel to nearest road (m)</td>
<td>266.4</td>
<td>397.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to market</td>
<td>Distance from parcel to nearest market (m)</td>
<td>14 187.1</td>
<td>4 073.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $^a$ Currency units are year-2000 pesos ($). $^b$ Means are calculated across all parcels and/or time periods, where applicable. $^c$ NA: not available.

Source: INEGI and CONAPO.
Econometric modeling results

Each model is estimated in Gauss (Aptech Systems 2003) using the Constrained Optimization solver to maximize the likelihood function. Table 3 shows the estimated coefficient vectors ($\beta_j$), standard errors, and significance levels. Overall results are mixed, but some patterns emerge. The coefficients on normalized price for Atzalan tend to be larger and more significant than for Zozocolco, and also tend to have the intuitively correct sign; but the tree crops coefficient has a significant but counterintuitive sign. We interpret this correlation to the relatively high but declining price of tree crops during our study period: despite the declining price, these products remain relatively profitable and thus continue to be planted by more and more landowners. Price coefficients in Zozocolco are substantially smaller and not significantly different from zero. However, the magnitude of the effect of a variable cannot be judged simply by examining the magnitude of the coefficient in nonlinear models like these. Therefore we calculated the average marginal effect of a change in each variable in each model, and found that price effects in Atzalan are at about 10 times larger than in Zozocolco. These results seem consistent with qualitative observations from the two municipalities: Atzalan being more market-oriented and Zozocolco being more traditional and disconnected from trade. We revisit the implications of price sensitivity later with our policy simulations.

The coefficient estimates on population also seem to have the intuitively correct sign: increased population pressure tends to lead to less agroforestry and more pasture and field and tree crops (for both subsistence and greater cash income). The remaining variables in table 2 are parcel-specific and do not vary through time. Although slope is generally not very significant, greater land slope tends to be associated with agroforestry and lesser slope with pasture and field and tree crops. Elevation has a positive and significant effect on the occurrence of agroforestry and a negative but insignificant effect on the occurrence of other land uses. All of this is consistent with intuition and informal observation in the study areas. Estimation results for the two distance variables are interesting and mostly intuitive. Tree crops tend to be
### Table 3
Coefficient estimates with standard deviations in parentheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Agroforestry</th>
<th>Pasture and field crops</th>
<th>Tree crops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atzalan</td>
<td>Zozocolco</td>
<td>Atzalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized price (b)</td>
<td>2.929</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>6.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.535)</td>
<td>(0.561)</td>
<td>(6.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>-2.841e-5</td>
<td>-1.210e-5</td>
<td>1.865e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.321e-5)</td>
<td>(9.776e-5)</td>
<td>(1.189e-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>5.469e-3</td>
<td>5.693e-3</td>
<td>-6.653e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.077e-2)</td>
<td>(1.896e-2)</td>
<td>(1.005e-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>4.397e-3</td>
<td>7.723e-3</td>
<td>-1.675e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.130e-3)</td>
<td>(2.013e-3)</td>
<td>(1.218e-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil texture</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>-0.408</td>
<td>-0.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.258)</td>
<td>(0.357)</td>
<td>(0.319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to road</td>
<td>4.377e-4</td>
<td>-6.259e-4</td>
<td>-1.482e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.801e-4)</td>
<td>(4.859e-4)</td>
<td>(4.318e-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to market</td>
<td>-2.906e-5</td>
<td>2.484e-4</td>
<td>2.065e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.559e-5)</td>
<td>(8.626e-5)</td>
<td>(1.679e-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.570e-2</td>
<td>-0.431</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.129)</td>
<td>(1.360)</td>
<td>(1.156)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(a\) Recall that a vector of coefficients is estimated for each land use except fallowing for identification. \(b\) Revenue from the specified land use divided by the contemporaneous Veracruz GDP per capita, averaged over the current and previous four years. (*) Significant at the 10% level; (**) significant at the 5% level; (***) significant at the 1% level; two-tailed tests.
closer to roads and markets, consistent with the emphasis on these products as cash crops that must be transported to market. Pasture and field crops tend to be closer to roads but further from markets, consistent with their occurrence at lower elevations (where roads tend to be located) and reliance on field crops for self-consumption rather than market sale. Agroforestry in Atzalan tends to be further from roads and closer to markets, while the opposite holds in Zozocolco. While the effect of roads is not significant, that of markets is and likely reflects the greater market orientation of landowners in Atzalan.

The models also can be compared in terms of how well they fit the observed land use data. The Atzalan model correctly predicts 52% of the observed land uses while the Zozocolco model correctly predicts 60%. However, the Atzalan model has four land use categories while the Zozocolco model only has three; therefore random guessing should produce only 25% correct predictions in Atzalan versus 33% in Zozocolco. Therefore the Atzalan model does about 2.08 times better than random guessing while the Zozocolco model does about 1.81 times better. These are fairly similar performances. However, one area in which the Atzalan model performs noticeably better than the Zozocolco model is in predicting canopy loss (i.e., conversion from agroforestry to another land use). In the Atzalan dataset there are 83 instances of canopy loss of which the model correctly predicts 19 (23% correct); in the Zozocolco dataset there are 30 instances of canopy loss of which the model correctly predicts none. Overall it seems that the behavior of landowners in Atzalan lends itself better to the modeling framework used here.

**Policy simulations**

It is straightforward to use the estimated models to simulate the effects on land use decisions that various economic policies might have. For example, production subsidies (government payments over and above market prices) and price floors (minimum guaranteed prices) have been used in many
countries across different economic sectors to encourage production of certain goods. The United States continues to provide massive financial incentives for its agricultural producers, who respond with greater production levels than they would otherwise choose. The ongoing DIPROCAFE project provides another similar type of incentive: by helping farmers identify and produce viable shade crops, the reward for using an agroforestry system is increased and presumably the likelihood that canopy will be maintained is increased, leading to fewer instances of canopy loss. However this outcome obviously depends not only on the magnitude of the incentive but also on the sensitivity of the local population to the incentive.

One advantage of the simple modeling framework used here is that the exact form of the incentive does not need to be specified in order to simulate its effect; rather the incentive can be expressed as the net impact on the revenue from agroforestry. Staff from the DIPROCAFE project estimated the likely economic effects of the proposed agricultural diversification efforts at the parcel level. Two coffee-related agroforestry systems were considered, and it was estimated that such systems could raise profit per hectare for coffee parcels from around $60 annually to around $600 annually at year 2004 prices (Raymundo Marcos-Martínez, personal communication, January 2010). In our modeling framework, and assuming similar effects in other years, this change is equivalent to roughly doubling the revenue earned from coffee without changing the production costs. Table 4 and figure 7 show the simulated effect such a policy would have on the occurrence of agroforestry parcels in both municipalities. The policy has a substantially larger anticipated effect in Atzalan where the average number of agroforestry parcels increases from 86 to 116 (35%), versus in Zozocolco where the average number increases only from 68 to 70 (3%). This order-of-magnitude difference in relative land use effects across municipalities directly reflects the large difference in estimated price sensitivities reported earlier.

---

9 Recall that production costs are included in the constant term in this modeling framework.
Table 4
Predicted effects of a government support policy on the amount of land in agroforestry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Baseline Predictions</th>
<th>Diversification Policyb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atzalan</td>
<td>Zozocolco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>105 (64%)</td>
<td>68 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>115 (70%)</td>
<td>69 (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>93 (57%)</td>
<td>68 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>88 (54%)</td>
<td>68 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>95 (58%)</td>
<td>69 (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>66 (37%)</td>
<td>67 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>44 (27%)</td>
<td>65 (57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>86 (53%)</td>
<td>68 (59%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: a/ Expressed as: number of parcels in the sample (and percent of parcels in the sample).
b/ Increasing agroforestry revenue through joint production of other shade-grown crops in addition to coffee; modeled as a doubling of the coffee price.

Figure 7
Predicted effects of a government support policy on the amount of land in agroforestry
Government support policies like DIPROCAFE and others not only affect land use and environmental quality, but also personal welfare and economic standards of living for landowners. For discrete choice models, it is straightforward to calculate the welfare effects of such a policy in terms of the anticipated change in the expected value of the land use decision facing the landowner. For the multinomial logit model, it is well-known that:

\[
E \left[ \max \left\{ v_1 + \varepsilon_1, \ldots, v_j + \varepsilon_j \right\} \right] = \ln \sum_{j=1}^{J} \exp \left( v_j \right) + 0.57722
\]

Therefore it is possible to calculate the expected value with and without the policy, for each parcel in each municipality, and to compare relative changes in average welfare across municipalities. We do this for the DIPROCAFE simulation and find that such a policy would raise the modeled welfare in Atzalan by nearly 25% on average, while increasing the welfare in Zozocolco by only 2.3%. Again, this is an order-of-magnitude difference in relative effects that is consistent with the characteristics of the municipalities.

Given these results, it would seem that a strong argument could be made to prioritize government support efforts in places like Atzalan where a substantial amount of deforestation will be prevented and modeled welfare effects will be positive and significant, as opposed to places like Zozocolco where both effects are likely to be small. While this is true, such an approach would overlook the existing disparity in marginalization across municipalities and would lead to increased inequality by making the population of Zozocolco relatively even poorer; it also would perversely reward opportunistic landowners who are more likely to cut down tree canopy rather than preserve it and the public benefit it provides.

**Conclusions**

This article demonstrates how common commodity price fluctuations can have very different effects on land use decisions at the local level, even

---

See, for example, Hanemann (1999).
within a relatively small geographic region. For this case study, the more marginalized population of Zozocolco has responded to the sharp decline in the coffee price largely by maintaining shade canopy, either through temporary abandonment of coffee parcels or by augmenting parcels with allspice, and relying to a greater extent on subsistence farming. The less marginalized population of Atzalan has responded by clearing more shade canopy primarily for the production of tree crops for cash income. Our estimation and simulation results show that government programs like DIPROCAFE are likely to be substantially more successful in terms of ecological goals in places like Atzalan; however the income assistance provided by such programs would do more to reduce inequality if it were focused on places like Zozocolco.

We draw three main conclusions from this study. First, based on a LULCC analysis like this one, a government with a limited budget for programs like DIPROCAFE may face a difficult decision: allocate scarce resources where they will provide the greatest measurable environmental and economic benefits; or allocate those resources to the most marginalized communities where they will produce substantially smaller measurable benefits but will decrease inequality. In such a case, direct inquiry into the nature of inequality and the social benefits of reducing it would be needed. This article adopts a definition of inequality that is based on income and assumes that reductions in income disparity necessarily and beneficially reduce inequality. However other definitions could be used that might be based on access to educational and employment opportunities or stated measures of satisfaction or happiness. Indeed the complete elimination of income inequality may not be socially optimal if the source of the inequality is preference heterogeneity across cultures or other subpopulations that leads to (voluntary) income disparity. However such an investigation is beyond the scope of this work and typically not well informed by LULCC datasets like this one.

The second related conclusion is that this problem involving multiple goals—environmental preservation and inequality reduction—exemplifies the principle that multiple policy instruments are likely needed to achieve an efficient or cost-effective outcome. Programs like DIPROCAFE appear useful
and appropriate for preventing deforestation in areas like Atzalan that are more prone to canopy-reducing land use change. However they certainly are not the only option for reducing inequality, and may in fact be a very costly method for doing so in areas that are not prone to canopy loss. Although it is well beyond the scope of this work to recommend a preferable approach for addressing income inequality, we think it is necessary for responsible governments to undertake such an assessment before investing in any large-scale efforts that aim to accomplish both goals with a single policy.

Our third conclusion is that governments must be careful when extrapolating the results of pilot studies. A pilot study of a program like DIPROCAFE conducted in a municipality like Atzalan could lead to the erroneous conclusion that similar amounts of canopy preservation would be expected in the nearby and, by many measures, similar municipality of Zozocolco. Information about locally varying socioeconomic and cultural differences would be needed to inform such extrapolation in order to correctly predict the policy effects out-of-sample. In this case, for example, the remittances sent to Atzalan have been important for many farmers trying to finance the conversion of agroforestry to cash crops (Raymundo Marcos-Martínez, personal communication, March 2010), but this source of capital is not available in Zozocolco. This effectively constrains farmers in Zozocolco to a smaller set of less capital-intensive land uses and contributes to persistent inequality through time.

The analysis presented here could be improved in several ways. The statistical model is relatively simple and could more closely represent the decision environment facing small holder farmers in this region. For example, it could account for forward-looking behavior (anticipation of price changes in the future), risk preferences, and credit constraints. It also would be useful to explicitly account for abandoned (fallowed) agroforestry parcels, even though it is not possible to directly distinguish these from working parcels in the GIS dataset; the expectation-maximization algorithm might lend itself well to this task. It also would be helpful to include the effects of previous commodity support programs on land use decisions. Although we have collected some of this information, additional interviews
with farmers in the study area are needed to complete and verify the dataset. We plan to do this in the future.
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